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BY THE NUMBERS

PROJECTS

INVESTMENT

NMTC financing helped 277 projects move 
forward in 45 states, Guam, and the District 
of Columbia, including a clubhouse for 
Boys and Girls Club of Central Ohio (NMTC 
allocation from Finance Fund, investor was 
Capital One).

CDEs used $3.2 billion in NMTC allocation to 
deliver $6.1 billion in total project investment 
to low-income communities, including an 
AMCREF Community Capital investment in 
TemperPack, a manufacture of innovative, 
sustainable, insulated shipping containers 
in Richmond, VA. Investor: U.S. Bancorp 
Community Development Corporation.

2021
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41.7k children served

52.7K JOBS

17M sq. ft. of real estate

by NMTC-financed schools, youth programs, and childcare centers. 

Including 33,205 permanent full-time-equivalent (FTE) 
jobs, and 19,513 construction jobs.

renovated or constructed with NMTC financing, including 7.3 million in 
manufacturing space.

111 manufacturing businesses
were supported through 7.4 million sq. ft. in new or renovated facilities and 
shared industrial space, working Capital and equipment loans, and business 
incubators, generating nearly 13,000 FTE manufacturing jobs.

31.5% of Financing in Non-Metro

73 Projects expanded Healthcare 
access for 1.1 million patients
Healthcare projects included 50 Federally Qualified Health Centers and free 
clinics.

352 million meals

counties, creating more than 13,000 jobs in rural America. 
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2021 NMTC Projects

HIGHLIGHTS

JOBS AND INVESTMENT
• 277 projects totaling $6.1 billion received $3.2 billion in NMTC allocation 

(at a ten-year cost to the federal government of $832 million).
• Projects generated 52,718 jobs in 2021, including 33,205 permanent full-

time-equivalent (FTE) jobs, and 19,513 construction jobs. The federal cost 
per job averaged just over $15,000.

AREAS TARGETED
• Projects were located in 185 cities located in 

47 states and territories (including Guam).
• Eighty-six percent of projects were located in 

severely distressed communities and a record 
31 percent of NMTC-financing went to non-
metropolitan counties. 

• Forty-nine percent of projects were in 
communities of color (majority-minority census 
tracts). Eight projects (2.9 percent) were in 
Indian Country. 

COMPONENTS OF PROJECTS
Jump-starting American Manufacturing: NMTC financing supported 
111 manufacturing and industrial businesses with direct loans and equity 
investments for working Capital, new equipment, or 7.4 million sq. ft. of new or 
renovated industrial space, including shared, light industrial space for multiple 
manufacturing businesses.

Real Estate: NMTC financing supported the construction or renovation of 17 
million sq. ft. of real estate and the construction or renovation of 3,790 housing 
units, 2,599 of which were targeted to low-to-moderate-income households.

EQUITY PRICING
NMTC equity pricing increased over the course of 2021. The median price 
reported was 74 cents, and pricing ranged from 50 cents to 93 cents.

GUAM EXAMPLE: ILEARN CHARTER 
SCHOOL STEM CAMPUS
Dededo, GU
CDE: Guam CDE (Sub-Allocatee). 
Investor: U.S. Bancorp Community 
Development Corporation. Other Partners: 
CBO Financial.

Construction of a new technology-
centered educational campus for a 
900-student K-5 charter school with 
STEM-based curriculum.
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“New Market Tax Credits allow us to keep this facility maintained and equipped with 
the latest technology for many years to come. Because of fully-funded projects like the 
[Frances Wilson Science Center], Ozarks is able to continue its commitment to keeping 
high-quality, private education affordable and accessible and to limiting student debt."

-University of the Ozarks President Richard L. Dunsworth

“

2021 NMTC Projects

HIGHLIGHTS
STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY ASSETS
Expanding Access to Healthcare: The NMTC expanded healthcare 
access for 1.1 million individuals through 73 projects and service 
providers. Those projects included 50 federally qualified health centers 
and free clinics. 
Expanding Access to Services: 
• Sixty-two percent of projects included at least one community 

facility, affordable housing, nonprofit, or social service component. 
Those new community resources add up to 374 nonprofits, health 
centers, childcare centers, libraries, community centers, and other 
community facilities and social service providers.

• Over 41,000 children will attend a new school, participate in a 
new youth program, or stay in a NMTC-financed childcare or early 
education facility. 

• Over 56,000 individuals will receive vocational training, take 
advantage of expanded college and university facilities, receive 
financial education, or participate in other adult education or 
workforce development programs.

• Food banks, pantries, and community food programs financed in 
2021 will facilitate an estimated 352 million meals to the food 
insecure. 

• Nearly 600,000 people each year will visit NMTC-financed 
performing arts facilities, museums, recreation centers, and other 
new cultural amenities. 

TRENDS Housing
Healthcare
Recreation
Rural Projects
Vocational Training

Business Incubators
Mixed-use
Non-Grocery Retail
Urban Projects
Youth Centers



NMTC PERMANENCE CAMPAIGN
The New Markets Tax Credit expires December 31, 2025. The bipartisan New 
Markets Tax Credit Extension Act of 2021 (H.R. 1321 and S. 456) would extend the 
program indefinitely and expand both the allocation level and investor base.

S. 456
Led by Senators Ben Cardin (D-MD) and Roy 
Blunt (R-MO). 
22 cosponsors as of 6/15/2022.

H.R. 1321
Led by Representatives Terri Sewell (D-AL) 
and Mike Kelly (R-PA). 
116 cosponsors as of 6/15/2022.

Right: Senator Ben Cardin visits The Packing House in Cambridge, MD. The 
NMTC project, which was financed by Mascoma Community Development, 
The Reinvestment Fund, and NCALL, involved the rehabilitation of the 
historic Phillips Packing Company, Factory F, into a mixed-use technology hub 
designed to support innovation and collaboration in the region’s aquaculture 
and AgTech industries.
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Communities count on the New Markets Tax Credit to make 
important investments possible.

The New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) is an important source of financing for 
businesses and community facilities in America’s most distressed rural and urban 
communities. Congress authorized the NMTC in 2000 to bring down the cost of 
Capital in communities outside of the economic mainstream. Taxpayers receive a 
39 percent federal tax credit (taken over seven years) for qualified investments into 
Community Development Entities (CDEs), organizations with a track record of loans 
and investments in underserved areas. CDEs use the proceeds of those investments 
to finance business expansions, community facilities, and other projects prioritized 
by communities.

LEGISLATIVE STATUS
The NMTC is not a permanent part the tax code. The initial authorization for seven 
years – 2001 to 2007 –  was included in the Community Renewal Tax Relief Act of 
2000 (P.L. 106-554). Since that time, Congress has extended the NMTC eight times. 
Most recently, the Omnibus and COVID Relief and Response Act of 2020 (P.L. 116-
260), extended the NMTC for five years from 2021 to 2025 at $ 5 billion in annual 
allocation authority, the largest extension in the history of the Credit. 

ABOUT THE NMTC
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WHO SUPPORTS THE NMTC?
The NMTC receives broad, bipartisan support. It was enacted by a Democratic president, implemented by 
a Republican president, and has been extended by Republican and Democratic Congresses. To date, 297 
members of the 117th Congress have expressed support for the NMTC at some point during their time in 
Congress, either by cosponsoring legislation that would extend or expand the NMTC, signing a letter calling 
for an extension or expansion, or making a public statement in support of the NMTC. 

Orange denotes cosponsors of the NMTC Extension Act of 1999.Orange denotes cosponsors of the NMTC Extension Act of 1999.

1) Note: As of 6/16/2022, there were 433 filled seats (including DC, GU, MP, PR, and VI) and 7 vacancies in the 117th Congress. 1) Note: As of 6/16/2022, there were 433 filled seats (including DC, GU, MP, PR, and VI) and 7 vacancies in the 117th Congress. 
2) In evaluating public statements in support of the NMTC, we excluded Congressional press releases congratulating a constituent for 2) In evaluating public statements in support of the NMTC, we excluded Congressional press releases congratulating a constituent for 
receiving an NMTC allocation award, unless the press release included a quote from the member of Congress expressing strong praise receiving an NMTC allocation award, unless the press release included a quote from the member of Congress expressing strong praise 
for the NMTC program. for the NMTC program. 
3) Bills in support of the NMTC exclude consolidated appropriations bills and other large legislative packages.3) Bills in support of the NMTC exclude consolidated appropriations bills and other large legislative packages.



CDE

CDFI FUND

MANUFACTURER

BUSINESS INCUBATOR

FQHC

INVESTOR

The Community Development Financial 
Institutions (CDFI) Fund within the 
Department of Treasury administers the 
program, awards NMTC allocation to 
CDEs, and tracks compliance.

At the center of the NMTC program are Community Development Entities (CDEs). A CDE must be 
a domestic corporation, have a demonstrated mission of serving or providing Capital to low-income 
communities or people, and maintain accountability to residents of low-income communities through 
representation on a governing or advisory board. Most CDEs are affiliates of mission-driven organizations 
like CDFIs, for-profit entities, community development corporations, government entities, or banks. CDEs 
craft a high-impact business plan and apply to the CDFI Fund for NMTC allocation. If successful, they can 
begin to raise equity from investors and deploy it to projects.

Tax credit investors are mostly regulated 
financial institutions. They receive 39 

percent tax credit taken over 7 years in 
exchange for making equity investments 

into a CDE. 

CDEs use the proceeds of equity 
investments to provide low-cost 
Capital (usually loans) to projects 
eligible communities. Hospitals, 
incubators, and manufacturers are 
common projects but the program 
provides the flexibility to finance a 
variety of revitalization projects with 
support from leaders and residents of 
low-income communities.

Equity
 investm

ent in
to CDE

Example: CDE provides loan or 
equity to manufacturer.

Example: CDE provides a loan or 
equity to business incubator.

Example: 
CDE provides 
loan or equity 

to a community 
health center

CDEs 
apply to 

CDFI Fund
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HOW THE NMTC WORKS

$12 MILLION IN 
CONVENTIONAL FINANCING

$3 MILLION GAP

ADDRESSING THE CAPITAL GAP IN DISTRESSED COMMUNITIES
The NMTC provides gap financing, allowing investment to flow to areas underserved by conventional lenders, investors and 
firms often lack sufficient data to assess property value or consumer demand in low-income communities, where informal 
economies distort data. The Capital gap deprives businesses of the investment dollars needed to set up shop and expand, and it 
prevents communities from financing new healthcare facilities, community centers, and cultural amenities. 

Example: Imagine a nonprofit needs $15 million to construct a new facility and to meet growing demand, but they can only secure 
a combination of $12 million from donors and conventional lenders. The NMTC fills the $3 million gap and makes the expansion 
possible.
          $15 MILLION TOTAL PROJECT COST

MOBILIZING Capital FOR HIGH-IMPACT PROJECTS FOR 20+ YEARS
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Nearly $23 million in NMTC financing supported the Fort Peck Wellness Center project, 
a 50,000 sq. ft. health clinic and recreation center offering:
• A safe, secure, and supportive environment to promote an improved sense of self 

well-being;
• A pool, gym, and workout equipment for physical fitness;
• A cultural arts, education, and dance center to create a positive environment and 

promote tribal customs;
• A healthcare clinic with medical exam rooms, dental rooms, offices for providers, and 

therapy rooms;
• Telemedicine rooms with an on-site nurse to allow patients to get exams over video 

conference with specialized providers not available on the reservation; and,
• A childcare facility.

2021 PROJECT: FORT PECK WELLNESS CENTER, POPLAR, MT
NMTC ALLOCATION: MOFI. INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

2021 PROJECT: AGAPE VILLAGE HEALTH CENTER, MIAMI, FL
NMTC ALLOCATION: FLORIDA COMMUNITY LOAN FUND. INVESTOR: U.S. BANK COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Agape Network is building the Agape Village Health Center: nearly 40,000 sq. ft. in 
multiple buildings which will include a health and counseling center, 8 supportive housing 
cottages, an early childhood education center, and a teaching kitchen. Services provided 
at the Village will include primary healthcare, behavioral healthcare, parenting and family 
development education, life skills training, job readiness counseling, day care and early 
childhood education.
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NMTC ALLOCATION: NATIONAL NEW MARKETS FUND, LLC; AMCREF COMMUNITY CAPITAL, LLC; SOUTHERN 
COMMUNITY CAPITAL, LLC; MUNISTRATEGIES, LLC; TRUIST COMMUNITY CAPITAL, LLC. INVESTOR: TRUIST

2021 PROJECT: SOUTHERN CHAMPION TRAY, CHATTANOOGA, TN

Southern Champion Tray (SCT) is a 94-year-old sustainable paperboard packaging converter 
specializing in food packaging for the grocery, bakery, and restaurant industries. SCT constructed 
and equipped a new converter facility in Chattanooga, TN to meet demand for its closable food 
packaging products driven by increased to-go/takeout food ordering during the COVID-19 
pandemic and higher customer demand for eco-friendly alternatives to plastic-based and 
styrofoam packaging. Paperboard packaging reduces waste in landfills and toxic materials used in 
the manufacturing process by being both recyclable and compostable. Each year, SCT utilizes an 
estimated 3,000 tons of recycled paperboard.

Hillsborough Habitat used NMTC financing for the 
development of 25 homes in the Tampa area. The 
homes are aesthetically complimentary to the local 
neighborhoods and designed for resilience and long-
term sustainability relative to hurricane insurance costs, 
energy and water efficiency, and product durability. The 
homes are located in three different disinvested areas of 
Hillsborough County.

2021 PROJECT: HABITAT FOR HUMANITY OF 
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY

NMTC ALLOCATION: HABITAT FOR HUMANITY NMTC, LLC
INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

2021 PROJECT: CENTRAL STATES REPROCESSING

NMTC ALLOCATION: REI DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
INVESTOR: ARVEST BANK
Central States Reprocessing (CSR) is a growing plastics 
recycler with a new location in Watts. NMTC financing 
helped CSR to cover the costs of acquisition of an existing 
plant and equipment; to retrofit the plant; to acquire new 
equipment; and to provide initial working capital.  

Hillsborough County, FL

Watts, OK
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SURVEY OF 2021 ACTIVITY

This year, 57 CDEs participated in the survey. Their answers 
were supplemented by data from the Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency, Open Corporate, as well as annual reports 
and other online materials from NMTC-financed businesses 
and nonprofits.

2021 PROJECT EXAMPLE: ROSES SOUTHWEST PAPERS INC.
CDES: FINANCE NEW MEXICO, STONEHENGE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. 
INVESTOR: WELL FARGO.

Roses Southwest Papers Inc. is a high-quality paper products 
manufacturer located in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The investment 
will allow the family-owned and operated business to increase its 
manufacturing capacity and to shift towards renewable energy sources by 
acquiring solar panels. 

Analysis of 277 projects accounting for $3.2 billion 
in NMTC allocation deployed in 2021.
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The 2022 New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Progress Report was prepared for the NMTC 
Coalition, a national membership organization of Community Development Entities (CDEs) 
and investors organized to advocate on behalf of the NMTC. Every year since 2005, 
the NMTC Coalition has surveyed CDEs on their work delivering billions of dollars to 
businesses, creating jobs, and rejuvenating the parts of the country that have been left 
behind. Our annual NMTC Progress Report presents the findings of the CDE survey and 
provides policymakers and practitioners with the latest trends and successes of the NMTC.

Fifty-seven CDEs participated in this year's survey. Their data was supplemented by publicly 
available NMTC transaction data as well as data from OpenCorprates and the Office of the 
Comptroller of Currency.

The 2021 survey findings show a significant increase in the amount of investment in areas 
struggling with high unemployment and poverty.

WHAT'S NEW
• Additional survey data on COVID-19-related challenges.
• A look at Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion initiatives.
• Analysis of "but-for" tests.

A WORD ABOUT OUR METHODOLOGY
This report combines multiple data sources on 2021 NMTC projects. The primary source is 
NMTC Coalition survey data from 57 CDEs collected in the spring of 2022. We supplement 
that data with extensive online research on projects by every CDE with NMTC allocation 
available in 2021. We also integrated data from the Office of the Comptroller of Currency's 
National Bank Public Welfare Investment Authority. 

No NMTC project is the same, but the majority of projects involve the provision of working 
Capital, purchases of equipment, and the construction or rehabilitation of commercial real 
estate. In 2021, a majority of projects also included multiple discrete components. For 
example, a CDE might finance real estate with low-cost space for small businesses and 
nonprofit service providers. To determine tenant businesses and nonprofits for real estate 
projects, we used a variety of online sources, including websites for the QALICB and data 
from Loopnet, a commercial real estate listing website.

Bueno Foods is planning a plant 
expansion on its current manufacturing 
campus located in the South Barelas 
Industrial Park in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico's South Valley, an economically 
depressed area of the City. 

2021 PROJECT: BUENO FOODS, ALBUQUERQUE, NM
NMTC ALLOCATION: FINANCE NEW MEXICO. INVESTOR: WELLS FARGO

INTRODUCTION
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PROJECT COMPONENTS
Many NMTC projects are multi-faceted, 
combining a variety of asset classes, types 
of organizations, facilities, and real estate 
uses. Of the 277 projects financed in 
2021, 95 projects (34.3 percent) included 
multiple components. In dollar terms, the 
share of NMTC allocation targeted to 
multiple-component projects was $1.3 
billion out of $3.2 billion, or 40.2 percent. 

Example:
• The Keyer Row project has retail, 

workforce housing, affordable 
housing, and restaurants. 

We identified 578 separate components 
of the 277 projects. There is also a full 
table of project components at the end of 
this report. 

New construction on a vacant brownfield site of a 
wellness center with a community-based fitness 
center and childcare as well as a multipurpose 
education and community space. This is Phase 2 of a 
multi-phase project.

MULTI-COMPONENT EXAMPLE:
ESPERANZA PHILLY 2.0

 Philadelphia, PA
CDES: NONPROFIT FINANCE FUND, PNC.
INVESTOR: PNC

2021 NMTC Projects

PROJECT TYPES

Manufacturing was once again the most popular use of NMTC allocation (29 percent of projects) 
followed by healthcare (14.4 percent), housing (10.1 percent), nonprofit hubs and social service 
campuses (10.1 percent) and mixed-use (7.6 percent).
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HEALTHCARE

Construction of a new 25,000 sq. ft. medical building for a federally 
qualified health center. In addition to health services, the Center 
supports patients by linking them to partners that provide critical basic 
resources, including social services, transportation and healthy foods. 
The Center is expecting to serve approximately 10,000 unduplicated 
patients/year, regardless of their ability to pay and employ at least 51 
people from the local community. 

In 2021, 73 NMTC projects expanded access to healthcare services in 
low-income communities. Healthcare projects included 50 Federally 
Qualified Health Centers and free clinics.

FAMILY HEALTH CENTER ON VIRGINIA
McKinney, TX
CDES: PNC COMMUNITY PARTNERS, INC.,TEXAS MEZZANINE FUND, INC. 
INVESTOR: INDEPENDENT BANK GROUP, INC.

COMMUNITIES 
TARGETED
Nationwide, 8.7 percent 
of the population is 
uninsured. The 50 FQHCs 
and free health clinics 
are located in zipcodes 
where 12.6 percent of the 
population is uninsured. 

The project supports the construction of a new 2-story, 36,000 sq. 
ft. medical and dental clinic that will replace an existing facility that 
is only 10,000 sq. ft. The facility will include 32 medical exam rooms, 
9 dental chairs; WIC/Nutrition Services, Community Health Services, 
Integrated Behavioral Health Services, a Pharmacy, and a Lab and 
anticipates serving 12,850 unique individuals annually.

YAKIMA VALLEY FARMWORKERS CLINIC
Portland, OR
CDE: RAZA DEVELOPMENT FUND. INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

2021 NMTC Project Components
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The New Markets Tax Credits provided by PCDC will allow us to provide vital 
healthcare to an underserved population in Rhode Island. With so many living 
below the federal poverty level, it is crucial that PCDC continue to provide 
healthcare and other services to our community.

Providence Community Health Center CEO Merrill Thomas on the new, 
Atwood Street federally qualified health center.

“

The project will renovate an existing single floor 84,194 sq. ft. former K-Mart 
building. The goal of the project is to create a centralized medical campus by 
combining all three clinics and expanding service offerings at a "one-stop-shop" 
for comprehensive, integrated healthcare services to include primary care, dental 
services, pediatrics, behavioral, and pharmacy.

GRACE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
Corbin, KY
CDES: LISC, CAPITAL ONE, COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER CAPITAL FUND. 
INVESTOR: CAPITAL ONE

The project consists of the construction of a new 70,000 sq. ft. 
federally qualified health center and wellness facility, allowing the 
clinic to provide primary care, behavioral health and specialty services 
to 20,000 patients through about 70,000 visits annually. The facility 
was established by a minority-controlled nonprofit organization to 
provide quality healthcare services to all people in the Greater Houston 
area, regardless of the patient’s ability to pay. HOPE Clinic serves low-
income, uninsured, and under-insured patients, and those with limited 
English proficiency.

HOPE CLINIC HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER
Houston, TX
CDES: CHASE NEW MARKETS CORPORATION, PEOPLEFUND, PRIMARY CARE 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC

50

11

10

2
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MANUFACTURING AND 
INDUSTRIAL BUSINESSES

125 FTE JOBS CREATED
Construction and equipping of a 198,600 sq. ft. state-
of-the-art southern yellow pine sawmill with an annual 
production capacity of 250 million board feet.  Facility 
is located in the nation's largest southern yellow pine 
timber basket.

In 2021, the NMTC supported 111 industrial sector businesses 
and projects, from small, craft manufacturers to large-scale 
automobile parts facilities.

BIEWER WINONA SAWMILL

Winona, KS

CDES: HEARTLAND RENAISSANCE FUND, WAVELAND 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, CONSORTIUM AMERICA, 
CAPITAL ONE COMMUNITY RENEWAL FUND.
INVESTOR: CAPITAL ONE

2021 NMTC Project Components

mSeed Group is an African American and woman-owned 
contract manufacturer of small to mid-sized beauty and 
cosmetic brands. This project provided the company with 
working capital and funds to purchase new equipment. 
These funds will help the Company to grow and be able 
to service additional clients.

mSEED GROUP, LLC

South Holland, IL

CDE: ADVANTAGE CAPITAL COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT FUND, LLC
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This is tremendous news for the City of Hornell...This project will 
allow for significant infrastructure improvements to the Shawmut 
Industrial Park, foster investment in the area, and create hundreds 
of good paying jobs. Hornell will be one of the only places in the 
U.S. producing train passenger car shells. Thank you Senator 
Schumer for helping secure Hornell’s spot on the map as one of 
the train manufacturing hubs for America!
-John Buckley, Mayor of the City of Hornell, on Alstom 
Transportation, Inc.'s new manufacturing facility.

“

20 FTE JOBS CREATED, 39 RETAINED, 12 CONSTRUCTION JOBS
The new construction and equipment purchases for the expanded 
76,000-square-foot industrial facility to fabricate specialty nuclear 
waste containers, which are used to hold hazardous waste, materials, 
and equipment removed through the deactivation and demolition of 
contaminated facilities.

CONTAINER TECHNOLOGIES INDUSTRIES
Helenwood, TN
CDES: THE INNOVATE FUND, PATHWAY LENDING. INVESTOR: U.S. 
BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

146 FTE JOBS CREATED, 155 RETAINED, 157 CONSTRUCTION JOBS
Tommy Car Wash Systems will expand its manufacturing capacity by 
constructing a new headquarters and manufacturing facility. The project site, 
in southeast Holland, MI, had been vacant for more than 20 years. 

TOMMY CAR WASH SYSTEMS EXPANSION
Holland, MI

CDE: MICHIGAN COMMUNITY CAPITAL, CINNAIRE, OLD NATIONAL BANK
INVESTOR: ONB COMMUNITY EQUITY

78

258 FTE JOBS CREATED, 390 RETAINED, 50 CONSTRUCTION 
JOBS
NMTC financing supported the construction of a 135,000 sq. ft. rail car 
manufacturing facility will expand Alstom's specialized manufacturing 
equipment line to rural America; a type of production currently done 
overseas. This project will secure Hornell as their long-term US rail car 
manufacturing hub, while creating and securing existing quality jobs in a 
severely distressed census tract and Opportunity Zone that experiences 
a high proverty rate and low median income.

ALSTOM TRANSPORTATION
Hornell, NY
CDES: HAMPTON ROADS VENTURES, CDVCA, RURAL DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, 
LISC, BLUEHUB COMMUNITY CAPITAL, CHASE NEW MARKETS CORPORATION. 
INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC
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HOUSING AND 
EMERGENCY SHELTERS

With $7 million in NMTC financing, come dream come build constructed 2 projects. The first 
project was a scattered site, acquisition rehab development of 20 homes in Brownsville and 
2 adjacent communities to help alleviate blight and to reinvigorate neighborhoods, while 
providing homeownership opportunities to predominantly Latino low-to-moderate-income 
families. The second project supported Phase I of the Palo Alto Groves neighborhood. Project 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF BROWNSVILLE

Brownsville, TX
CDE: HOUSING PARTNERSHIP NETWORK, U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

In 2021, 69 NMTC projects included a variety of forms of housing, 
including single-family housing, affordable rental units, emergency 
shelters, market-rate housing, and supportive housing. NMTC projects 
created a total of 3,790 housing units, 2,599 of which were affordable.

2021 NMTC Project Components

financing went toward infrastructure 
costs and approximately 23 homes, all of 
which will be sold to Low-Income Persons 
in order to meet Targeted Populations 
requirements. The development is close 
to the Brownsville Sports Park and the site 
of an IDEA school partnership. In addition, 
the location has easy access to jobs and 
community services and offers amenities 
to build community and encourage healthy 
living. Smith NMTC consulted on the 
project.
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The Sawyer Art Apartment is a great example of 
Detroiters rebuilding Detroit in a way that is affordable 
for the residents who stayed in this community. This is a 
development team from Detroit that is truly community-
focused."
-Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan on a new three-story 
building with 38 affordable apartments and ground-
floor retail.

“

NMTC financing supported the substantial rehabilitation of a facility that provides employment, education, 
childcare and homeless services in Tarrant County, Texas.

ARLINGTON LIFE SHELTER
Arlington, TX
CDE: COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT FUND, USA. INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC

Caritas Center is a new 3-story 46,500 sq. ft. facility which will 
provide supportive services for the homeless and near homeless, 
a medical respite for homeless persons and a Federally Qualified 
Health Center. Caritas Center will centralize and expand existing 
services and programs into a single comprehensive homeless 
support services facility including: a family support center 
and Head Start program; Navigation/Day Center providing 
desperately needed short term transitional housing services, 
educational resources and health services; a Transitional Job 
Program providing job training, mentoring, and peer support 
to those who have experienced homelessness; and a place 
for homeless individuals to continue recovering after they are 
discharged from a hospital.

CARITAS CENTER
Santa Rosa, CA
CDES: NEW MARKETS COMMUNITY CAPITAL, CLEARINGHOUSE CDFI, CHASE NEW MARKETS CORPORATION, ESIC 
NEW MARKETS PARTNERS LP. INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC

33



Note: the total above includes a different cross-section of projects than the total children served cited earlier 
in the Highlights section of the report. This total combines all adult and youth education intiatives but excludes 
youth programs and childcare.
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EDUCATION

250 STUDENTS SERVED ANNUALLY
New construction of an Autism Center, run by Endeavor Forward, 
the nonprofit, exclusive provider of Autism services of Jackson 
County. The center provides vocational training and therapy for 
250 people with Autism and similar disabilities. NMTC financing 
will enable construction of the facility and purchase of equipment 
for training. 

400 STUDENTS SERVED ANNUALLY
NMTC financing supported renovation of an empty school building 
to serve as the new, larger home of The Field School, an independent 
elementary school started in 2017 to prioritize the educational needs of 
low-income students on the west side of Chicago. It currently serves Pre-K 
through 7th grade. The School uses a distinctive pedagogical approach 
that is academically rigorous and holistic, with a strong emphasis on arts 
programming, family engagement, and community revitalization.

JACKSON COUNTY AUTISM

THE FIELD SCHOOL

Jacksonville, FL

Chicago, IL

CDE: LISC. INVESTOR: TRUIST.

CDE: NATIONAL TRUST COMMUNITY INVESTMENT CORPORATION, INVESTOR: 
U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

In 2021, 55 NMTC projects included components expanding 
access to vocational training or supporting K-12, community 
college, and university equipment and facilities. 

2021 NMTC Project Components
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We will be able to better serve our students and community with 
upgraded classrooms, a full gymnasium, and space for the family team 
as well as the community. Being in one building will also allow us to 
streamline resources and more efficiently serve students in Pre-K-12th 
grade.

-St. Paul City School Executive Director Meg Cavalier about the 
Charter School No. 402 project. CDEs: Midwest Minnesota CDC, 
SB New Markets CDE LLC. Investor: U.S. Bancorp CDC.

“

700 STUDENTS SERVED ANNUALLY
The rehabilitation of the former Whittier Elementary 
School that has been closed since June 2013. Upon 
completion, the 78,000 sq. ft. renovated facility will 
be leased to KIPP Philadelphia Charter School and 
serve as home to its middle school program, allowing 
the school to expand from 360 students to 700. 

KIPP WHITTIER 
Philadelphia, PA
CDES: TRUIST COMMUNITY CAPITAL, NATIONAL TRUST COMMUNITY 
INVESTMENT CORPORATIONC. INVESTOR: TRUIST.

23,000 STUDENTS SERVED ANNUALLY
Construction and development of an approximately 47,000 sq. ft. 
education center with an aviation career-driven focus in Dallas, TX. 
The project includes a STEM Innovation Hangar, Classrooms/Labs and 
Technical Workshops. The center will create educational opportunities 
for disadvantaged, at-risk students and will focus on creating a 
pipeline of high school graduates with employable skills through 
Career Technical Education aviation-related programming.

CAF VOCATIONAL TRAINING CENTER
Dallas, TX
CDES: PNC COMMUNITY PARTNERS, PEOPLEFUND NMTC, DALLAS DEVELOPMENT FUND. INVESTOR: PNC.

44
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400 STUDENTS SERVED ANNUALLY
Construction of a new public charter boarding school to serve 400 
high school students. The project will include 170 dorm rooms, 20 
classrooms, an art room, a science labs library, a dining hall, a full gym, 
outdoor recreation space, and 20 apartment units for staff. SEED LA 
will be the first public boarding school in California. 

SEED SCHOOL OF LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles, CA
CDES: CHASE NEW MARKETS CORPORATION, CIVIC BUILDERS, LA CHARTER SCHOOL NEW MARKETS CDE, THE LOS ANGELES 
DEVELOPMENT FUND. INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC.

4
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION

NMTC financing assisted in the construction of the National Urban League Empowerment Center 
in Harlem. The construction of the National Urban League Empowerment Center is one of the most 
significant economic development projects in Harlem’s recent history. Located on 125th Street, 
the Empowerment Center will include the Urban League’s new headquarters as well as the Urban 
Civil Rights Museum Experience, New York City’s first civil rights museum. The project will also 
include the National Urban League Institute for Race, Equality and Justice, along with 170 units of 
affordable housing and below market office space for non-profits and community groups including 
One Hundred Black Men of New York, United Negro College Fund New York, and the Harlem-
based Jazzmobile. 

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE EMPOWERMENT CENTER IN HARLEM
Harlem, NY
CDE: NYCR-CDE. OTHER PARTNERS: GOLDMAN SACHS URBAN INVESTMENT GROUP, EMPIRE STATE 
DEVELOPMENT, NEW YORK STATE HOMES AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL, AND HARLEM COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

Examples:
• Working with MDIs and diverse-led CDFIs, JPMorgan Chase is providing premium 

NMTC investment pricing for Black-owned, Black-led and Black-serving nonprofits and 
businesses and helping to direct NMTC financing to meaningful community projects, 
including grocery stores, shelters, healthcare clinics and small businesses.

• U.S. Bank's CDE, pledged to use its most recent NMTC allocation award to support 
projects focused on racial equity and closing the racial wealth gap. It also deploys some 
of its own allocation to emerging and person of color-led CDEs. 

• LISC's New Markets Support Company partnered with Edwards Lifesciences announced 
the close of $25 million for the Providing Real Opportunities for Progress by Edwards 
Lifesciences (PROPEL) Fund. The PROPEL Fund is a NMTC equity fund focused on 
advancing progress towards racial equity by closing the health, wealth, and opportunity 
gaps in communities of color.

• The CDFI Fund launched its NMTC Program Native Initiative, an effort to increase New 
Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) investment in Federal Indian Reservations, Off-Reservation 
Trust Lands, Hawaiian Home Lands, and Alaska Native Village Statistical Areas.

In 2021, momentum continued to build behind investor and 
CDE-led equity and inclusion initiatives.

2021 NMTC Project Components
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Destination Crenshaw (DC) is a reparative development, open-air museum project and one of the largest 
black public art projects in the U.S. This project will commission more than 100 works by black artists 
who have strong ties to the Los Angeles community, creating a pipeline of work and jobs for emerging, 
seasoned and internationally renowned artists. This is a cultural black stamp on Crenshaw Boulevard, 
comparable to those in Chinatown, Mariachi Plaza, Koreatown and other local ethnic enclaves.

The community-led project has five central components: a culturally stamped infrastructure project, 
a transformative union training and employment program, a local small business resiliency program, 
environmental equity, and a black artist job program. This unprecedented approach to protect and 
revitalize the community of Crenshaw will take pedestrians through the business district to support its 
revival and restore the eco-system of South Los Angeles through the creation of safe, healthy, and vibrant 
spaces that facilitate economic security and entrepreneurship for Black residents. The QALICB will fund 
the construction of Sankofa Park and the programming that takes place in the park. Sankofa Park is named 
after the traditional African symbol of a bird mid-flight. It will be the first park completed as part of the 
Destination Crenshaw public art and environmental revitalization project. Sankofa Park will be 40,000 sq. 
ft. and add green space to the area. It will feature art installations from prominent Black artists including 
Kehinde Wiley, Maren Hassinger, Artist Lane and Charles Dickson. 

The core work intends to counter the negative effects of the LAX/Crenshaw transit line caused by 
restoring the eco-system of South Los Angeles through the creation of safe, healthy, and vibrant spaces 
that facilitate economic security and entrepreneurship for Black residents. To advance racial and spatial 
justice, the park will increase equitable access to parks and open space and include pavers creating 
walkable sidewalks, landscaping, shade structures, bike lanes and safety improvements. Over 800 new 
trees and ten “pocket parks” will make up 30,000 sq. ft. of sustainable landscaping. There is a 70 percent 
local hiring requirement and an apprentice program aim to help sustain over 40 local small businesses and 
nonprofits and create over 40 permanent jobs and over 600 construction jobs.

Los Angeles, CA
CDES: LISC, BUILDING AMERICA CDE, BSD CAPITAL DBA LENDISTRY, USBCDE LLC. INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

Finances the construction of a 20,000 sq. ft. facility that will provide 
primary care, behavioral health services, social support, pharmacy, medical 
laboratory and cultural programing to low-income LGBT youths. The 
facility offers a stable place of respite to thousands of youth experiencing 
homelessness and housing instability. As its first permanent home, our new 
BYC will create opportunity, security, and access for LGBTQ youth and their 
allies citywide. 

HOWARD BROWN CENTER'S BROADWAY YOUTH CENTER
Chicago, IL
CDE: USBCDE LLC. INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

DESTINATION CRENSHAW (FEATURED ON THE COVER)
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, 
YOUTH PROGRAMS

80 CHILDREN SERVED
Renovation of a facility to house the early learning center. All of the 80 
children will be served under the Head Start or Early Head Start programs 
along with significant medical support services. Those include: increased 
access to medical and dental exams, behavioral health screenings, mental 
health consultation, vision and hearing screenings, early intervention/
special education for eligible children, and referrals to community 
agencies. 

1,300 YOUTH SERVED
Construction of a new 21,500 sq. ft. building that will house a nine-court, 
state-of-the-art squash facility and learning center for Access Youth 
Academy’s educational support program which uses the sport of squash 
as a catalyst to transform the lives of underserved youth. Project will 
allow AYA to increase its maximum capacity from 120 to 1,300 students.

YMCA OF THE EAST BAY'S CHERRYLAND EARLY LEARNING CENTER

ACCESS YOUTH ACADEMY

Hayward, CA

San Diego, CA

CDE: LOW INCOME INVESTMENT FUND  INVESTOR: WELLS FARGO

CDE: CIVIC COMMUNITY PARTNERS. INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

In 2021, 34 NMTC projects included components expanding 
daycare, early childhood education, after school programs, and 
other programs for young people.

Note: the total above includes a different cross-section of projects than the total children served cited earlier 
in the Highlights section of this report. This total includes only youth programs and childcare, but it excludes 
schools.

2021 NMTC Project Components
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It’s an extremely important project for us. We will now be able to 
provide a state-of-the-art facility. And we are really excited that we 
will be able to add close to 60 more kids.

-Johan Lopez, President of the Greater Lawrence Community 
Action Council's Board of Directors

“

297 CHILDREN SERVED
The project includes the construction of a new two-story, 30,000 sq. ft. modern, child-oriented facility that 
will improve the quality of education, child safety and functionality for the children and staff, replacing a 
50-year old converted supermarket that was never intended to be an educational facility. The new building 
will add space for physical, occupational, and speech therapy, along with a new kitchen facility to prepare 
healthy meals.  The project will allow for a 27 percent increase in enrollment. Without NMTC financing, 
the childcare center would not be able to add 64 new seats to serve a total of 297 children, 99 percent of 
whom are low-income. 

GREATER LAWRENCE COMMUNITY ACTION COUNCIL CHILDCARE CENTER
Lawrence, MA
CDE: RAZA DEVELOPMENT FUND. INVESTOR: NORTHERN TRUST. PROJECT PARTNER: MASSDEVELOPMENT
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RETAIL, PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES, AND MISC. 
COMMERCIAL SPACE

4 NEW JOBS CREATED
NMTC financing allowed Lyons Lumber to purchase into 
a major national brand hardware chain as well as make 
the necessary renovations and fit-up to the building to 
accommodate bringing the brand on board.

LYONS LUMBER

Frankfort, KY

CDE: WESBANCO BANK COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. 
INVESTOR: WESBANCO BANK, INC.

"As you look up and down the street, you see it's different than it was a year ago. We're going to 
continue to do that. Detroit Pizza Bar is definitely the important next step in revitalizing West 
McNichols. In partnership with the supporters at Invest Detroit and the Strategic Neighborhood 
Fund, this restaurant demonstrates what a visionary approach to business development can do." 

-Geneva Williams, Executive Director for the Live6 Alliance in Detroit.

“

2021 NMTC Project Components
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MISC. NONPROFITS AND 
SOCIAL SERVICES

Construction of highly sustainable building to serve as the 
headquarters for Trees Atlanta’s extensive operations. It includes 
dedicated education and outreach spaces, with additional 
space for storage of tree planting vehicles and equipment, and 
multi-functional outdoor program and event space connecting 
BeltLine trail. A Brownfield site will undergo remediation and 
existing structure demolished to create a tree-filled campus. 
The project allows Trees Atlanta to consolidate and expand its 
programming at a single owned site in a strategic location.

TREES ATLANTA
Atlanta, GA
CDES: CHASE NEW MARKETS CORPORATION, INVEST ATLANTA, 
INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC

We knew we needed to operate in a larger facility for years. Our current facility 
does not have the equipment, kitchen, prep space, loading and delivery docks to 
sustainably serve current clients. We never want to turn clients away and our goal 
is to reach as many clients in need as possible. This campaign and groundbreaking 
ceremony is a step forward towards achieving that.

-Vinsen Fairs, CEO of the NMTC-financed Meals on Wheels San Antonio

“

Long a vacant lot, but soon a center for community gatherings, 
sports, education and fellowship, construction is underway 
on the North Austin Community Center (NACC), a $31 million 
project, sponsored By the Hand Club, that will that will yield 
new opportunities for youth and adults in Chicago's west side 
community.

NORTH AUSTIN COMMUNITY CENTER 
Chicago, IL
CDES: CHICAGO COMMUNITY LOAN FUND (FLOW-THROUGH FROM USBCDE). BMO HARRIS NEW MARKETS FUND, 
ENHANCED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. 
OTHER PROJECT PARTNERS: CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVES. 

2021 NMTC Project Components
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HEALTHY FOODS

The renovation of a vacant building on Flint's northside. Upon 
completion, the renovated building will home the North Flint Food 
Market, a full-service, cooperatively owned grocery store.

NORTH FLINT FOOD MARKET

Flint, MI
CDE: MICHIGAN COMMUNITY CAPITAL. INVESTOR: U.S. 
BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

More than 500,000 people are served by grocery stores and markets financed 
in 2021. An additional 9.5 million people received assistance through food and 
food pantries financed by the NMTC.

Construction and equipping of a food distribution facility in Grand Junction, 
Colorado. Food Bank of the Rockie’s new facility will replace an inadequate 
facility in Palisade, CO and will enable FBR to scale operations to meet 
dramatically increased demand for emergency food assistance resulting from 
the COVID-19 pandemic, wildfires and a downturn in energy and tourism 
economies. 

FOOD BANK OF THE ROCKIES
Grand Junction, CO

CDE: PNC COMMUNITY PARTNERS, INC, COLORADO GROWTH AND REVITALIZATION FUND
INVESTOR: PNC.

NMTC financing supported the constuction of a grocery store in a 
food desert in Winchester, TN. The store includes a pharmacy and 
a health clinic in support of the medically underserved area.

K-VA-T WINCHESTER

Winchester, TN
CDES: CV APPALACHIAN CDE, TRUIST COMMUNITY CAPITAL. 
INVESTOR: TRUIST.

2021 NMTC Project Components
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ARTS, CULTURE, TOURISM

Renovation, construction and equipping of Central 
Arkansas's premier visual and performing arts 
institution. The new facility will proved a state-of-the-
art home for the museum's permanent collection and 
special exhibitions, art classes, theater performances, 
lectures, films, music, festivals, and events.

Arkansas Arts Center
Little Rock, AR
CDE: HEARTLAND RENAISSANCE FUND. INVESTORS: 
SIMMONS BANK, CENTENNIAL BANK

The development, construction, and other project costs associated with 
a new 26,815 sq. ft. museum building in rural Detroit Lakes, MN. The 
new reimagined museum will connect to the Holmes Theater and feature 
history, science and interactive chidren's exhibits. The vision is to create 
experiences that will attract adults, children and families. The new building 
will have an entire floor dedicated to hands-on children's learning and a 
science center. 

Becker County Museum

CDES: MIDWEST MINNESOTA CDC. INVESTOR: U.S. BANCORP COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Detroit Lakes

2021 NMTC Project Components
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INVESTOR TRENDS
EQUITY PRICING
NMTC equity pricing increased over the course of 2021. The median 
price reported was 74 cents, and pricing ranged from 50 cents to 93 
cents.

The investor that paid $.93 for credits was "taking a social impact 
perspective rather than a return on investment perspective."

Survey respondents NMTC reported 36 unique equity investors in 
2021. The top seven investors (U.S. Bank, with Chase, PNC, Truist, 
Wells Fargo, Capital One, and Wesbanco Bank) made 78.2 percent of all 
equity investments reported in the survey. Three insurance companies 
invested in NMTC projects, but a majority of the rest of the investors 
were private financial institutions. 

"[Pricing averaged] 73 cents and pricing increased throughout 2021.  Prices 
started in the low 70s and increased to the mid 70s by the end of 2021."
-Survey respondent“

2021 NMTC Project Components
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PANDEMIC RESPONSE
Much like 2020, project selection, timing, and financing was significantly 
influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic and its outsized impact on low-
income communities.
Survey respondents were asked to comment on the extent to which the pandemic impacted their 
investment priorities in 2021. 

For a majority of projects (61 percent), the pandemic did not play a significant role. The most 
often cited reason was that the project had been in the CDE's pipeline since before the 
pandemic began. For the remaining 39 percent of projects where the pandemic played a factor, 
respondents cited the following reasons:

Disproportionately impacted asset classes:
• Hotels and indoor event spaces suffered significantly in 2021.  For example, a theater project 

faced some difficulties due to the increased uncertainty around the amount of revenue a 
theater project could generate;

• Several CDEs prioritized working Capital investments in hospitals and healthcare providers. 
The pandemic cause significant hardships for providers of elective procedures as Americans 
delayed medical treatment during COVID waves. In addition, state and local requirements 
limited elective medical procedures and required hospitals to maintain excess capacities 
to meet possible incoming COVID patients, or a surge in patients. Eldercare facilities faced 
financial challenges as well, as project costs ballooned due to new systems needed to reduce 
outbreaks at facilities; and

• Non-payment of residential rent (due to eviction moratoriums and economic hardship) 
stressed some mixed-use projects. Securing tenants in commercial facilities was also difficult.

Construction delays and costs
• Many projects faced challenges related to the availabilty of construction labor;
• Supply chain issues hit many projects, driving up the cost of materials;
• Permitting was delayed with municipal governments still adjusting to work from home; and
• Many CDEs reported delaying projects from 2021 to 2022.

Directly Addressing COVID-19
• Several CDEs invested in businesses involved in industrial refridgeration. For example, Global 

Cooling was the only manufacturer of ultracold freezers capable of storing many Covid-19 
vaccines;

• Several respondents targeted FQHCs and healthcare outreach programs to address the need 
for vaccine uptake in underserved communities;

• Some CDEs shifted priorities toward projects tackling food insecurity or addressing 
skyrocketing homelessness; and

• Projects faced cost increases related to new HVAC systems and other measures designed to 
slow the spread. 

Survey of 2021 Projects
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"The borrower's lack of sufficient collateral made securing traditional financing 
at an affordable rate difficult and therefore completing newly acquired, large 
customer contracts would not have been feasible."
-Survey respondent“

THE BUT-FOR TEST
NMTC financing serves as a gap filler for projects in need of additional financial 
support. “But for” the use of NMTC, the project, or the impactful outcomes of the 
project, would not be achievable.

We asked survey respondents to provide a short "but-for" statement for each of their 
projects. Then we summarized their answers into several categories. Many projects fit 
multiple categories.

• The most common challenge facing NMTC projects (before they received NMTC 
financing) was the inability to secure conventional Capital. Often, borrowers faced 
outright rejection from conventional lenders when they were unable to meet 
collateral requirements or when the project was deemed too risky to provide 
affordable financing. Others needed access to favorable terms and features like 
longer amortization periods than a conventional lender would provide;

• The second most common reason why projects would not have gone forward 
"but-for" the NMTC was due to the nonprofit nature of the QALICB. Nonprofit 
organizations that undertake Capital campaigns, raise grant funding, and solicit 
philanthropic support are typically cash-poor. Businesses without operating reserves  
face similar challenges;

• Just under 20 percent of projects would have been delayed or scaled back (in terms 
of their impact) without NMTC financing;

• About 12 percent of the projects faced additional financial challenges related to 
the pandemic. Some of those projects may have been able to secure conventional 
financing, if not for unique circumstances of COVID-19;

• Projects in remote rural communities, Indian Country, CRA deserts, and areas of 
extreme poverty and disinvestment faced unique challenges;

• Some respondents stated that small businesses and startups would not have been 
able to achieve scale without low-cost financing or a track record; and

• Finally, a handful of CDEs cited the complexity of the project as the reason why it 
would not have gone forward. For example, if the project involved environmental 
remediation or other costly components.

Survey of 2021 Projects



Non-Metro Example: Las Vegas, NV's All-In Recruiting & Talent Boutique 
LLC, financed by Advantage Capital Community Development Fund.
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2021 CDE SURVEY: COMMUNITY 
CHARACTERISTICS

31 percent of project financing went to non-metropolitan counties.

The NMTC targets about 40 percent 
of nation’s census tracts that meet the 
statutory requirements for economic 
distress. However, most NMTC financing 
goes to a smaller subset of severely 
distressed communities that far exceed 
program requirements for poverty and 
income. In 2021, eighty-six percent of 
projects were in communities with poverty 
rates above 30 percent, median incomes 
below 60 percent of the area median 
income or unemployment rates 1.5 times 
the national average.

RURAL TARGETING
The NMTC statute - as amended in 2004 
- requires that the CDFI Fund ensure that 
a proportional share of NMTC projects are 
located in non-metropolitan counties. 

In 2021, a record 31 percent of NMTC 
financing was placed in non-metropolitan 
counties. However, because they were 
out of allocation, several CDEs with a 
longstanding record of investment in urban 
areas did not participate in the survey this 
year.

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS

MEDIAN TRACT STATISTICS, 2021 PROJECTS

CHARACTERISTICS OF 
COMMUNITIES RECEIVING 
INVESTMENTS

Survey of 2021 Projects

Non-Metro Example: Advantage Capital Community Development Fund, LLC and People Incorporated Financial 
Services, provided financing to TPC Plastics LLC in Murray, KY. TPC is a plastic fabricator, designer and manufacturer of 
engineered plastics blow molded products, specializing in large drop blow molded parts and fuel.
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The final phase of the adaptive reuse of a historic mill 
house into a mixed-use development with 13,300 
sq. ft. of ground level retail and restaurant space, 
54,500 sq. ft. of office space for local businesses 
and entrepreneurs and 33-mixed-income residential 
units. Office space includes a small business incubator 
managed by Self-Help Ventures hosting up to 25 small 
businesses annually. Retail tenants will be provided 
with flexible leasing to allow tenants to succeed and 
grow. 

HISTORIC REHAB EXAMPLE: 
THE MILL HOUSE REVITALIZATION, GREENSBORO, NC
CDES: NATIONAL TRUST COMMUNITY INVESTMENT CORPORATION, TRUIST COMMUNITY 
CAPITAL, RBC COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. INVESTOR: TRUIST. PROJECT LEAD: SELF-HELP 
VENTURES

2021 TRENDS: ODDS AND ENDS
HISTORIC REHABILITATION
Nearly one-in-five (19.7 percent) of 
NMTC commercial real estate projects 
involved some amount of historic 
rehabiliation. 

For example, the NMTC supported the 
substantial rehabilitation and adaptive 
reuse of a former snuff manufacturing 
complex in the Uptown neighborhood 
of Memphis, TN into a mixed-use 
project.

TENANT CONCESSIONS
Sixty-two percent of multi-tenant real estate 
projects negotiated affordable rental space 
and other concessions for tenants.

For example, one survey respondent secured 
below-market rent for a "nonprofit tenant 
operating the social enterprise incubator 
space." 

Another project provided no-cost space for 
a medical testing lab that offered services to 
low-income people. 

Survey of 2021 Projects
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2021 TRENDS: ODDS AND ENDS
STRUCTURES
The vast majority of NMTC financing flowed through the A/B leverage structure.  CDEs 
reported increased interest from leverage lenders in projects addressing racial equity. There 
also continues to be anecdotal evidence of an increase in CDFIs serving as leverage lenders 
in NMTC projects. Several respondents noted that interest rate increases have begun to 
creep into market-rate source loans. 

About half of survey respondents reported that there were no major trends or changes in 
the sources of leverage debt.

SUB-ALLOCATION TO UNRELATED BIPOC-LED CDES
The pending, 2021 NMTC Allocation Application asked applicants to indicate the 
percentage of total QLICIS to be used in a variety of "innovative investment" categories. 
The CDFI Fund added a new category of innovative investments, "Investing in Unrelated 
Minority-owned or controlled or Native American-owned or controlled CDEs that do not 
have NMTC Allocations." 

There is much interest from the NMTC industry and the CDFI Fund in increasing the 
participation of BIPOC-led CDEs in the NMTC program. While the 2021 NMTC Allocation 
awards are still pending, we were curious to see if there was an uptick in investments in 
unrelated, minority/Native American owned or controled CDEs, so we included a question 
in our survey. We found an increase in these sorts of investments.

In 2021, survey respondents reported six QLICIs totaling $48.9 million sub-allocation 
to unrelated, BIPOC-led CDEs. For example, one survey respondent sub-allocated $9.6 
million to an unrelated, minority-led CDE in Texas. For comparison purposes, only two 
investments totaling under $5 million were made in unrelated CDEs in 2020, according 
to the CDFI Fund's FY 2021 annual audit report. The CDFI Fund added a new category of 
innovative investments, "Investing in Unrelated Minority-owned or controlled or Native 
American-owned or controlled CDEs that do not have NMTC Allocations."  

z
"...there is great interest among NMTC practitioners in increasing the participation of 
minority and Native-led CDEs in the NMTC program. The Coalition is concerned that 
the application does not provide adequate avenues for new and emerging minority-led 
CDEs to participate in the Credit. We urge the CDFI Fund to implement new policies and 
initiatives to increase the capacity and new and emerging CDEs led by people of color 
and their participation in the program."
-NMTC Coalition, in a letter to the CDFI Fund in 2021

Survey of 2021 Projects
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2021 TRENDS: ODDS AND ENDS
COMMUNITY BENEFIT AGREEMENTS 
Excluding small business financing, ninety-eight 
percent of projects extended the benefits of the 
NMTC financing by including a Community Benefit 
Agreement (CBA). This is an identical result to 2019 
and 2020.

Most CBAs required the project sponsor to provide 
quality jobs and wages; to set-aside a share of 
new jobs for existing community members, or to 
provide training and apprenticeship opportunities. 
Requirements to serve a set amount of low-income 
individuals were also common. EXAMPLES:

Housing and Financial Counseling
• Several CBAs for affordable, single-family housing projects required a certain number of homes 

sold to low-income persons and also set minimum standards for the number of potential 
homeowners offered financial counseling and homeowner education.

• A CBA for a supportive housing center required that housing be offered at no cost.
• Approximately 60 percent of the 45 newly constructed or renovated single-family homes are 

sold to homebuyers identifying as Under-Represented Minorities. 
• Provide benefit counseling/assistance with enrollment into SNAP, other entitlement programs, 

and supportive services.

Training, Quality Jobs, and Accessible Jobs
• Many of the CBAs required training and apprenticeship programs for workers hired.
• Several dozen CBAs required reporting on the number of jobs accessible to low-income people, 

the number of quality jobs with benefits, and the business' plans to engage with workforce 
development programs.

Diversity and Inclusion
• One CBA required that "90 percent of FTEs are filled by minority individuals." 
• Another required that at least 50 percent of patient visits were by minority individuals.
• A CBA required the project sponsor to acheive 30 percent participation of Low-Income Persons, 

residents of Low-Income Communities or Under-Represented Minorities in Predevelopment or 
Construction Jobs.

Survey of 2021 Projects

The Project: New construction of a 120-bed community hospital located in the Salt 
River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community.

The CBA: (1) Provide inpatient, outpatient and partial hospitalization services for 
geriatrics, adults, children, and adolescents, while adding 24 new geriatric beds, 24 
new child/adolescent beds, and 72 new adult beds. The services and programs will 
be specific to the market and patient base of the Project Area; (2) Provide specific 
programs for the Native American population and the military personnel that 
respect and recognize cultural differences and beliefs. Dedicate 20 beds (of 120 
beds) specifically for these services.

CBA EXAMPLE: UHS – VIA LINDA PROJECT 
Scottsdale, AZ
CDES: PCDIC, EMPOWERMENT REINVESTMENT FUND. INVESTOR: CHASE COMMUNITY EQUITY, LLC
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2021 PROJECT: RECYCLEFORCE, INDIANPOLIS, IN
Indy CDE financed the construction of RecycleForce’s new headquarters and 
recycling facility. The CDE also worked with the City of Indianapolis to donate 
7.5 acres for the project. The facility will be the first new construction on 
Sherman Park, a 50-acre former industrial site, and brownfield on Indianapolis’ 
Near Eastside. The project returns Recycleforce to the site where it began its 
operations with its Keys2Work program in 1996.  

RecycleForce recycles electronic waste and has recycled more than 90 million 
pounds of waste since 2006. In addition, the organization provides transitional 
jobs to returning citizens with the goal of securing and obtaining permanent 
employment. Employees are also offered comprehensive job skills training 
and personal counseling. The new facility will also allow RecycleForce to bring 
outside support services onsite for their employees. Since 2006, RecycleForce 
has employed over 2000 men and women, providing industry-recognized training 
and certification, on-the-job training, and job placement services. RecycleForce 
employees also have access to and participate in: professional and peer 
mentoring; high school equivalency and literacy tutoring; assistance with housing 
and driver’s license reinstatement; substance abuse and mental health counseling; 
tax preparation, budgeting, and financial literacy training.
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2022 PROJECTS
Coming Soon

Ribbon cuttings and projects financed in 2022 as this report goes to print.

D.C. CENTRAL KITCHEN: THE MICHAEL R. KLEIN CENTER 
FOR JOBS AND JUSTICE
• Washington, DC
• CDEs: CAHEC New Markets, Chase New Markets Corporation, 

The Reinvestment Fund
After more than 30 years, DC Central Kitchen, the nation’s first 
and leading community kitchen, is preparing to pack up its shelter 
basement headquarters for a new home at The Michael R. Klein 
Center for Jobs & Justice. 

GRADY PONCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
• Atlanta, GA
• Project submitted by: The Innovate Fund and CAHEC
NMTC financing is helping renovate Grady Ponce De Leon 
HIV/AIDS center in order to provide better treatment options 
for people in Atlanta, GA. The facility, which treats one out 
of seven persons living with AIDS in Georgia, is located in 
the epicenter of the HIV epidemic, Atlanta, GA, where some 
neighboring zip codes have rates of HIV/AIDS that are six to 
eight times higher than the national average.

The pace of NMTC project closings has accelerated in 2022.

GROUNDWORKS COLLABORATIVE
• Brattleboro, VT
• CDE: Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation. 

Investor: Chase Community Equity, LLC.
After years of providing services in temporary and scattered 
locations in Brattleboro VT, Groundworks Collaborative has a 
new permanent campus. Groundworks provides essential shelter 
and supportive services to homeless individuals and families 
in Southern Vermont. The new campus houses Groundworks’ 
Seasonal Overflow Shelter, Day Shelter and consolidated 
workspace for operations and case management staff.

ACADEMY FOR GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
• Chicago, IL
• CDEs: BMO Harris Bank, Rose Urban Green, DV Investment, 

LLC, National Development Council. Investor: U.S. Bancorp 
Community Development Corporation. Other partners: IFF.

The redevelopment of a six-acre site on the Southwest Side of 
Chicago to create a community wellness, learning, and sustainability.



NMTC CASE STUDY
Bethany House Services
Cincinnati, Ohio
A new Comprehensive Center for Cincinnati's 
Leading Service Provider for People 
Experiencing Homelessness
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BETHANY HOUSE SERVICES
Serving the Cincinnati Community for over 
36 years, Bethany House Services (Bethany) 
empowers homeless and at-risk families 
with the solutions to achieve housing 
stability and long-term self-sufficiency. As 
the service provider for over 50 percent 
of homeless families and 62 percent of 
homeless children in the region, Bethany 
provides prevention assistance, shelter and 
housing, and aftercare services to more than 
2,000 people per year. 

As family homelessness grew in the 
Cincinnati region, Bethany's facilities were 
holding the organization back. Families were 
scattered among five facilities in the South 
Fairmount, Westwood, College Hill, and 
Bond Hill neighborhoods, and three of those 
facilities were apartment buildings. Families 
and staff were forced to travel among the 
buildings for services, which was costly and 
time-consuming, and the scattered sites 
meant unequal access to programs. 

To streamline its operations and expand 
its physical capacities, in 2015, Bethany 
embarked on a Capital campaign to 
raise funds for the construction of a 
new, comprehensive homeless services 
center and shelter facility in the Bond Hill 
neighborhood. 

“Our vision to consolidate into one location 
began in 2015, and thanks to more than 200 
generous donors, it became a reality today,” 
says Susan Schiller, CEO of Bethany House, 
at a groundbreaking ceremony.

Bethany's successful Capital campaign 
leveraged philanthropic and community 
grants. Financing for the project included 
$11 million in private donations and $4.5 
million from the City of Cincinnati. Donors 
of $1 million or more were Day 1 Families 
Fund, The Farmer Family Foundation, 
The Heidt Family Foundation, Carol Ann 
& Ralph V. Haile, Jr. Foundation, and an 
anonymous donor. 

Despite all of this, there was still a gap 
to fully fund construction, especially 
with construction costs and the cost of 
building materials rising due to COVID-19. 
Meanwhile, the need for Bethany’s 
services was also increasing significantly.  
In addition, the project's net cash flow 
was insufficient to support conventional 
equity or mezzanine financing.

Thankfully, the project attracted the 
attention of several CDEs, who used the 
NMTC to fill the $18.6 million project's 
financial gap. NMTC financing came from 
the Local Initiatives Support Corporation, 
the Cincinnati Development Fund, and 
PNC Community Partners, Inc. PNC also 
served as the investor for the NMTC 
transaction.

Project financing supported the 
acquisition of land and construction of the 
new 222-bed, 58,842 sq. ft. building.

A new comprehensive homeless service center in Cincinnati

• NMTC allocation from PNC Community Partners, Inc. ($4M), Cincinnati Development 
Fund, Inc. ($8M), and Local Initiatives Support Corporation ($5M).

• NMTC equity investor: PNC
• Donors of $1 million or more: Day 1 Families Fund, The Farmer Family Foundation, 

The Heidt Family Foundation, Carol Ann & Ralph V. Haile, Jr. Foundation and an 
anonymous donor. Also, $4.5 million from the City.

FINANCING
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IMPACT
55.4 FTE jobs created or retained and 
100 temporary FTE construction jobs 
created, 53 percent of which were filled 
by minority contractors.

222 beds, increasing Bethany House's 
capacity by more than thirty-percent. 

Consolidates five deficient homeless 
shelters into one comprehensive, 58,842 
sq. ft. facility.

Annually, 780 individuals will receive 
healthcare services, 300 individuals 
will receive education/employment 
services and a total of 1,900 individuals 
will be served through rapid rehousing, 
permanent supportive housing, and 
shelter diversion and prevention 
services.

After consolidating five shelters into one new 
facility, Bethany can now provide the best 
quality shelter accommodations and improve 
access to a full range of support services 
for every family served. The project allows 
Bethany to serve 100 additional families, 
increasing its capacity to serve homeless 
families by over 30 percent. 

The new space also allows the organization to 
expand its on-site services, including medical 
and mental healthcare, employment services, 
counseling, interactive, age-based indoor 
enrichment areas and outdoor children’s 
play spaces, classrooms for life skills and 
job readiness programs, and educational 
programs. In addition to increasing Bethany's 
beds from 170 to 222 and it also houses 
Bethany's administrative offices. 

"What we want to be able to do is get people 
into housing by providing all the services," 
Schiller said. "By providing all the services, all 
of those partners will be right in our building. 
We'll be able to help get families out quicker."

Construction of the facility generated 
100 temporary, full-time-equivalent (FTE) 
construction jobs, and 53 percent of the work 
was done by minority contractors. The project 
also created or maintained 55.4 FTE jobs.

"Sept. 14, 2021 was a day I felt extra proud to be part of this community. At a ceremony 
on a beautiful sunny day, more than 100 community members gathered to break ground 
on Bethany House Services’ new shelter and comprehensive services center. It was 
the culmination of seven years of effort to bring together such a variety of people to 
accelerate our ability to better serve and break the cycle of generational poverty for 
thousands of homeless children and their moms. It was a reminder of how powerful it can 
be when we work together, and it was a boost of confidence in the work still to do."

-Bethany House Board Chair Carolyn Washburn, in an Op-Ed in the Cincinnati Enquirer 
on September 26, 2021.
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NMTC CASE STUDY
Wyotech Technical College
Laramie, Wyoming
Trade school for Automotive, Collision, and 
Diesel Technicians Doubles in Size After $33 
Million Expansion
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Wyotech Technical College
America faces an acute shortage in 
skilled trade workers, from technicians 
to carpenters to mechanics. According to 
Bureau of Labor Statistics data, about 31 
million skilled trade workers retired in 2020. 
After the passage of the Infrastructure 
Investment and Jobs Act of 2021, the need 
for skilled trade workers will only increase 
over the next decade. 

Wyotech, a technical college founded in 
1966 in Laramie, Wyoming, educates the 
next generation of skilled trade workers 
through training programs that prepare 
students for careers as technicians in the 
automotive and diesel industry with nine-
month training programs that focus on 
hands-on experience. From 1966 to 2002, 
WyoTech operated successfully as a for-
profit vocational college that was well-
known and well regarded in Wyoming and 
in the automotive industry. In 2002, the 
school was sold to Corinthian Colleges, 
a large education conglomerate, starting 
a downward spiral of enrollment, parent 
company bankruptcies, lawsuits, subsequent 
sales, and loss of staff. 

In 2017, the City of Laramie and the State 
of Wyoming began efforts to save the 
college and restore its reputation. To do 
so, the school would need new leadership 
in the form of former school president Jim 
Mathis. A Wyoming native, Mathis began 
at WyoTech in the 1970s as a teacher and 
worked his way up through admissions and 

marketing before serving as president 
until WyoTech was sold in 2002.

To rejuvenate the trade school, Mathis 
formed a partnership group of local 
investors and purchased the college and 
its equipment in 2018. Over the next 
three years, Mathis grew WyoTech from a 
low of 18 students to 685 students in the 
fall of 2022.

Mathis utilized a strategy for increasing 
enrollment that is based on the business 
model he employed before the 2002 sale. 
The model is based on the combination 
of three key components: (1) high quality, 
comprehensive training; (2) strong 
partnerships with employers that offer 
high-quality jobs and job placement; 
and (3) a proven recruitment strategy 
connecting with rural high school students 
and their families across the United 
States. Graduates of WyoTech’s nine-
month programs receive multiple, high-
paying job offers with average starting pay 
of $26 per hour.

The $33 million expansion of WyoTech, a technical college in Laramie, WY. 

NMTC allocation from Midwest Minnesota Community Development Corporation ($15 
million) and MoFi ($18 million).

NMTC equity investor: U.S. Bancorp Community Development Corporation.

Source lender: First Interstate Bank.

FINANCING
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Wyotech Technical College
IMPACT
150 new permanent FTE jobs created, 
119 FTE jobs retained, 100 temporary 
FTE construction jobs created in a rural 
community with a poverty rate near 24 
percent.

All jobs are quality jobs accessible to low-
income individuals.

Increases Wyotech's student capacity to 
1,300 students annually

Graduates of WyoTech receive quality job 
offers from a variety of companies including 
ranging from large firms like Caterpillar, 
John Deere, and Penske to smaller and local 
auto dealerships and other automotive 
sector companies. Seventy major national 
companies visit the campus several times a 
year to recruit.

Wyotech offers an immersive nine-month 
program in which students attend classes 
8 hours and 20 minutes a day, 5 days a 
week. In addition to learning a technical 
profession, students learn soft skills, 
including professionalism, communication, 
resume development, interviewing, and 
volunteerism.

"WyoTech is not a walk-in-the-park type 
of training. We are in school five days per 
week, eight hours per day, with a strict 
attendance policy. It is all meant to prepare 
students for the real world, with real-world 
experience," Mathis said in a news release 
announcing the college's expansion.

The Expansion
With Wyotech back on stable footing with 
new leadership, the college was seeing 
unprecedented demand for its diesel 
technician and auto mechanic training 
programs, but its ability to accommodate 
its growing student body was limited by a 
lack of space. 

The expansion project involved the 
acquisition of two primary buildings 
totaling 219,502 sq. ft. situated on a 19.87-
acre site; the construction and addition of 
4,037 sq. ft. to an administrative building; 
and 90,429 sq. ft. of additional shop and 
classroom space. Once completed in 
January of 2023, the project will allow the 
school to increase its enrollment from 650 
to 1,300 students, retain 111 jobs, and 
create 150 full-time jobs.

The project would not have been possible 
without $33 million in New Markets Tax 

"America was built on the trades and depends heavily on them to this day. The 
transportation industry is hitting an all-time high for both personal and commercial use. 
As a result, the demand for technicians serving dealerships, agriculture, transportation 
companies and factories, is also at an all-time high. Whether they know it or not, 
Americans rely on truck drivers, diesel semi-truck drivers and other skilled workers 
for their groceries, vaccines, package deliveries and much more. America needs trade 
education more than ever and WyoTech is focused on delivering the best education for 
automotive technology, collision and refinishing and diesel technology."
    
-Wyotech President Jim Mathis
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Credit (NMTC) financing from Minnesota-based 
Midwest Minnesota Community Development 
Corporation and Montana-based MoFi. U.S. 
Bancorp Community Development Corporation 
provided NMTC equity for the project. 

The project secured a loan from the First 
Interstate Bank, and the owners contributed 
equity, but it still faced a financing gap of $5.5 
million. Lenders were unwilling to provide more 
financing given the short history of recent 
profitability.  Without NMTCs, the project 
would have been scaled back significantly or 
delayed several years until operating Capital 
could be saved.

"We are proud to be part of a project that brings 
students from all over the country, to learn not 
only technical skills, but also how to be a strong 
employee or even run their own business. And 
50 percent of their instructors are alumni — 
they started their own careers at WyoTech, 
and then returned years later to give back, by 
sharing their expertise with the next generation. 
This includes Jim Mathis, who led the 
reincarnation of the school," said Julia Nelmark, 
President and CEO of Midwest Minnesota 
Community Development Corporation. 
 
MoFi President Dave Glaser said this project 
perfectly aligns with the goals of the NMTC 
program. “WyoTech has been an increasingly 

vital part of Laramie’s economy, but its ability 
to grow and train skilled workers couldn’t 
keep pace with the demand, and the school 
has been hamstrung by space limitations 
and rising construction costs. The NMTC is 
playing a vital role in this chapter of WyoTech’s 
growth, catalyzing new construction, expanding 
curriculum, creating quality jobs, and sending 
graduates on to promising career paths. The 
impacts of this investment will benefit students, 
the community of Laramie, and the state of 
Wyoming for generations to come."

WyoTech CEO Jim Mathis said, “This investment 
will help maintain the school’s competitive 
position as the premier trade school in the 
nation, and it wouldn’t be possible without the 
help of the New Markets Tax Credit program, 
which was first introduced to the project by a 
consultant of ours, Eric Davis.”

“NMTCs provide a unique opportunity for us 
to support projects that make a difference in 
local communities, and the expansion of the 
WyoTech campus will do just that,” said Steve 
Kramer, USBCDC business development officer. 
“This is ultimately an investment in people – 
helping WyoTech meet the high demand to train 
individuals for quality jobs – and in the process, 
helping them achieve financial stability.”
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APPENDIX: 2021 PROJECT 
COMPONENTS



An annual snapshot of the New 
Markets Tax Credit Program
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